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Fridge Overhaul
Cleaning your fridge can seem like a
daunting task, but it doesn't have to be.

Tip: Keep a notepad nearby to jot
down items that need
replacement

Tackle your fridge when inventory is
low and you have a couple of free hours
(in case the project goes over).
Set a 1 hour time to keep up the pace, if
you wish. I find this keeps me on task.
SUPPLIES
Spray Cleaner (Disinfectant)
Dish Soap
Towels and/or Paper Towels for
Wiping Down Shelves + Drying
Surfaces
Organizing Bins, Liners (optional)
Labeling Supplies

The Process
STEP 1
Start with a sweep of items that need to be
thrown out. Look for items past their expiration
date, items that have gone stale or are unusable,
and items no one will eat. Keep a trash bag
handy.
Be especially mindful of freshness of the
following:
condiments
dairy
breads

fruit
meats
cheeses

Tip: Pop in your headphones and listen to a podcast
or fun playlist while you work!

Step 2 - Empty Outer Doors + Clean
Remove everything from the door(s) of the refrigerator. Place on the counter. Take
all removable parts out and wash them in a sinkful of warm, soapy water. Dry.

Step 3 - Wipe Down + Reset
Wipe down surface of the doors using disinfecting spray. Put clean shelves/bins
back in place, then place remaining items back into each bin. Sort by category;
group like with like. Condiments, dessert items, chocolate, dressings, etc. should
go together.

Step 4 - Clean Interior
Clear out contents from interior. Remove drawers + organizers, and wash with
soapy water. Wipe down shelves (from top to bottom) using disinfecting spray. Or,
if removable, wash shelves in sink. Don't forget to clean back of fridge and all
seals.

Step 5 - Replace Storage Solutions + ReOrganize
Replace clean organizers. Consider whether to add products to improve function.
(This may not be necessary!) Turntables, stacking bins, and liner paper are all good
choices to try. Aim to maximize vertical space. Include smaller bins inside drawers
to subdivide space.

Step 6 - Label
Using prepurchased labels, paint pens, stickers, or a vinyl cutter, label primary bins
+ drawers to keep things in place. Labeling keeps up your system!

Step 7 - Restock
Replace contents, grouping like items as you go. Think through optimal
placement of each item. For example, place kids' snacks on lower shelves, and
adult items on higher shelves. Move/Remove shelves as needed; I like one "tall"
section and a few shorter sections to maximize space. Be sure to save room for
future shopping trips!

WANT TO INVEST IN SOME ORGANIZERS?
These are the products I love.
Deciding whether to purchase organizing
products is tricky. Sometimes, when these
purchases aren't well considered, the
products can become more of a
hinderance than a help. They end up
piling up in back or getting in the way...
and another hassle is the last thing you
need!
But a few well planned products can go a
long way toward maximizing the utility
and function of your space.
In the following pages, I have included
my favorite fridge organization
products. I suggest you implement one
or two at a time to see how they work
for your lifestyle. If you like them, you
can add more as time goes by.
I recommend 1-2 clear narrow bins to
start. Measure the depth of your fridge
(shelf surface only, not all the way to the
back) and double check that the item
you're considering will fit.

T.H.E. Pantry/Fridge Labels
The Container Store | Click Here

If you love the functionality after a
month or two, add another bin or two
and see how you like them.
Make sure to leave plenty of "Open
Space" in the fridge for flexibility.

Affiliate DISCLOSURE: The links I have provided are affiliate links through the RewardStyle platform. I may receive a small commission for purchases made
through these links at no extra cost to you. This in no way affects my recommendations; I only recommend products I personally use and love.

Egg Holder
Keep eggs fresh + protected with stackable surface on top:
Click Here

iDesign Linus Fridge Bins
Keep items upright and contained. Catch spills.
Click Here

Fridge Liners
Protect shelves and easily clean up spills.
Click Here

Soda Organizer
Make it easy to grab your favorite can. Keeps cans from rolling
around.
Click Here:

Turntable
Easy access to small items that tend to spill out (sauce packets,
kids' snacks, bars). Available in a variety of diameters.
Click Here

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING
Measurements of your fridge
(Depth and width of each
shelf)
What "problem items" would
you like to contain? Look for
solutions to store these first.
Common culprits are bars,
single serve packs, yogurt
tubes, lunchbox items, etc.

Soda Organizer

Budget: How much do you
want to spend? Stick to it; it's
easy to get carried away!
Do you buy the same items
weekly? Or do you switch
often? Make sure to build in
flexibility for flex. For
example, we have a lot more
drinks in the summer, so I
need to plan empty shelf
space to accommodate
those.

Thank You...
for giving me the opportunity to share
this project with you!
Should you take on this challenge, I'd
love to hear feedback about how the
process went for you (and any ways I
can improve the materials!).
I am 100% available to help answer any
questions, share ideas, or assist you in
any way I can. I also offer one on one
FaceTime sessions and individualized
product shopping if you need help
with those areas. Just let me know
what you need.
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Let's Do This!
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